Abstract: Rock and soil masses in geotechnical engineering projects, such as tunnels, mines and slopes, undergo relative motion, exhibiting mechanical characteristics of solid–fluid transition under critical conditions. This work analyzes the characteristics of the solid–fluid transition interface and the mode of load transfer through biaxial compression particle flow photoelastic experiments on granular materials. The study documents that this interface forms an arch shape, marked by a force chain arch. The granular material exhibits two distinct states depending on its position: below the arch, the granular material is in a solid–fluid transitional state, with bearing capacity reduced, while above the arch, it is in a stable solid state, capable of bearing the overlying rock layer’s load. The presence of the force chain arch alters the direction of the originally downward-transferring load, redirecting it along the trajectory of the arch. Analysis of the force and stability of the force chain arch revealed that the arch shape parameters and boundary loads control the instability of the arch. Changes in the overlying and lateral loads lead to different types of instability of the force chain arch. The findings of the study are crucial for underground engineering construction and for the prevention of geological disasters related to granular material.
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1. Introduction

The excavation of geotechnical engineering projects—such as tunnel excavation, underground mining, foundation pit excavation and slopes—causes disturbances, which create free surfaces disrupting the original mechanical equilibrium of the rock and soil masses. The modified masses attain a state of self-stabilization through internal particle reorganization and stress redistribution [1–6]. The rock and soil masses below the free surface remain in a fluid state during this self-stabilization process. According to the natural equilibrium arch theory of Protodyakonov [7–9], unbraced excavated rock tunnels with joints experience collapse, eventually forming a temporarily stable equilibrium arch, known as the natural equilibrium arch. Terzaghi [10] proposed that under the assumption of equilibrium arch conditions, the rock and soil masses form a resistance to shearing along the vertical planes extending upwards from both sides of the arch foot, which can be used to estimate the pressure reduction above the trapdoor due to the arching of the rock and soil masses. The deformations generated by the Terzaghi principle in a porous medium, in the context of tunnel works in soft rock and granular terrain, have been resolved with the use of FEM [11]. Chen et al. [12] carried out a continuous loading experiment with a two-dimensional granular system and obtained the experimental data through digital image correlation (DIC). The experimental results indicated that the evolution of force chains was directly related to the number, geometric properties and permutation distribution of granules in direct contact with the external load. Li et al. [13] analyzed the stability of the arch structure via theoretical analysis and particle flow numerical simulation, and they found out that during the mining stage of the working face, the rock strata arch...
structure experiences a process of arch breaking, and the instability of the arch structure is the root cause of increasing surface subsidence damage. Handy [14] analyzed the soil arching effect behind retaining walls and provided predictions for the shape of the soil arch. Wang and Yen [15] conducted a comparable analysis for slopes. Kim et al. [16] detected a reduction in earth pressure due to the horizontal/vertical three-dimensional arching effect. They combined experimental and theoretical analyses to study lateral earth pressure on vertical circular shafts, quantifying the magnitude and distribution of lateral earth pressure measured by the three-dimensional arching effect. The obtained lateral earth pressure on vertical circular shafts considering the arching effect was 80% lower than that calculated by Rankine’s theory. Shabanimashcool et al. [17] used a three-dimensional discontinuous numerical modeling method to investigate the interaction between rock bolts and rock masses and concluded that interlocking rock blocks constitute a stress concentration zone in the shape of an arch (i.e., a pressure arch) inside the rock mass. This pressure arch can resist the pull-out force of rock bolts and thus plays an important role in the rock mass’s ability to withstand the forces from the rock anchors. Li et al. [18,19] employed numerical simulation methods to study the velocity distribution characteristics above the tunnel working face and arch apex, proposing a new permissible movement velocity field. They established an improved failure mechanism considering soil arching effects and internal plastic deformation of the soil through the application of spatial discretization technology. Trapdoor experimental studies have documented stress redistribution caused by soil arching. The results of numerous trapdoor experiments in geotechnical centrifuges have been reported in several studies, focusing on stress changes and redirection during the entire movement of the trapdoor [20–27]. The experiments confirmed that soil arches form during the movement of the trapdoor, with stress transferring from the yield zone to the non-yield zone.

In the present study, the photoelastic experimental method [28–30] is utilized, employing a biaxial compression bidirectional flow experimental apparatus for granular materials (model RLJW–2000) [31]. The method involves loading granular materials and progressively releasing particles to simulate the solid–fluid transition during deep mining processes, achieving visualization of the force chain arch. It is detected that the force chain arch acts as an interface during the transition from a solid to a fluid state in the granular system, delineating the quasi-solid stable zone from the quasi-liquid transitional zone. During this process, the force chain arch bears load transmitted from the upper and lateral directions, altering the original load transmission direction. In this study, the force acting on the force chain arch is analyzed, and its stability is discussed. The refined understanding of the force chain arch provides better insights into the formation, evolution and mechanisms of geological disasters and thus also contributes to the improvement of early warning models and monitoring systems [32,33].

2. Particle Flow Photoelastic Experiment Apparatus and Experimental Materials

The granular material samples were placed in a container, with circular polarizers arranged at the front and back. When illuminated with an LED light source on one side, high-resolution photographs (taken with a Canon 5D Mark III, 5760 × 3840 pixels, bought from Canon, Beijing, China) were captured from the other side, showcasing the samples at various experimental stages under both normal and polarized light conditions. The optical path during the experiment is illustrated in Figure 1a, and the set-up of the biaxial compression bidirectional flow experiment for the granular material along with its loading system is shown in Figure 1b.
The static and dynamic friction coefficients of the particles are 0.5 and 0.02, respectively.

The materials used for the photoelastic experiments primarily include substances capable of producing birefringence, such as epoxy resin and polycarbonate. The photoelastic experimental material makes it possible to observe the path of force transformation under polarized light, which is called force chains. In the experiment, the granular materials were obtained by cutting Lexan 9030 polycarbonate sheets. This material provides excellent light transmission properties and is easy to process. The density of the polycarbonate is 1.2 g/cm$^3$, with an elastic modulus of 2.3 GPa and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.36. The inherent bonding strength of polycarbonate is low, which results in minimal impact on its overall strength and stability. To prevent interfering effects related to crystallization due to a single particle size during the experiment, the polycarbonate sheets were processed into flat cylindrical particles of three sizes: $\Phi 8 \text{ mm} \times 3 \text{ mm}$, $\Phi 10 \text{ mm} \times 3 \text{ mm}$ and $\Phi 12 \text{ mm} \times 3 \text{ mm}$. The static and dynamic friction coefficients of the particles are 0.5 and 0.02, respectively. Pressure is the critical function in the study, whereas self-weight of the particles is negligible. Therefore, the Euler similarity criterion, which is based on pressure, was selected, resulting in the similarity ratios for the model, as summarized in Table 1.

### Table 1. Comparison of model similarity ratio.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual Length</th>
<th>Model Length</th>
<th>Actual Pressure</th>
<th>Model Pressure</th>
<th>Length Ratio</th>
<th>Pressure Ratio</th>
<th>Density Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100 m</td>
<td>760 mm</td>
<td>12.5 MPa</td>
<td>0.20 kN</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Evolution of Force Chain Networks during the Solid–Fluid Transition Process

The granular material within the biaxial compression bidirectional flow experimental apparatus was subjected to loading, as shown in Figure 2a. The load includes a uniformly distributed load \( q_y \) at the top and \( q_x \) on the left side, with the bottom and right sides being fixed. During the experiment, the top and lateral loads are maintained at 200 N through servo control, equivalent to an actual rock layer geo-stress of 12.5 MPa. The geometric dimensions and loads of the released granular material are converted according to the similarity ratios (Table 1). Releasing particles from the bottom reliably simulates deep mining, and a force chain arch structure appears above the trapdoor, as depicted in Figure 2b. The green dots at the bottom indicates the trapdoor, and the red arrow represents the flowing direction.
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**Figure 2.** (a) Schematic of bidirectional loading on granular material; (b) Force chain network after particle release from the bottom.

Starting from the spatial distribution of photoelastic force chains, the spatial autocorrelation method commonly used in the field of geographical statistics was employed to determine the principal direction of the force chain arch structure [34]. Spatial autocorrelation [35] refers to the potential interdependencies among the observational data of a variable within the same distribution area. Its results are related to the relative size of the variable and are independent of its absolute value. In the photoelastic experiments, the intensity of light represents the relative magnitude of force. By calculating the local spatial autocorrelation coefficients of light intensity within a small window, the spatial distribution of local force chains is obtained. The characteristic direction of the distribution represents the development direction of local force chains, and the next window is determined. By repeating the calculation process above, starting from the bottom-left corner of the model, the arch trajectory is established via local iterative statistical method. The force arch identified using the autocorrelation algorithm after the release of particles from the bottom is shown in Figure 3a, where red points represent the centroid of the calculation window. Fitting these points, the trajectory of the force chain arch is shown in Figure 3b, following a quadratic function equation, \( y = -0.0031x^2 + 2.51x - 235.66 \), with R-square of 0.9925.
vertical reaction force is $F_V$ impact on the arch; the overlying load $q_y$ is a vertical uniformly distributed load, and the left lateral load $q_x$ represents a horizontal uniformly distributed load, with the bottom and right sides being fixed, also with uniformly distributed loads $q_y$, $q_x$, respectively. As shown in Figure 4a, points A and B are the left and right arch foot, respectively; point C is the arch apex; and D is any point on the arch. The arch span is $2l$, and the arch height is $h$. First, the left half arch ADC is analyzed. The horizontal reaction force at the arch foot is $F_m$; the vertical reaction force is $F_V$; and the reaction force at the arch apex is $F_m$.

Based on the static equilibrium conditions at the arch apex (point C)

$$
\begin{align*}
\sum F_x &= 0 \\
\sum F_y &= 0 \\
\sum M_C &= 0
\end{align*}
$$

(1)
which leads to
\[
\begin{align*}
F_H + q_x h - F_m &= 0 \\ 
F_V - q_y l &= 0 \\ 
F_H h + q_y l^2 - F_V l + q_x h^2 &= 0 
\end{align*}
\]  
(2)

Solving the equations, the boundary conditions are obtained:
\[
\begin{align*}
F_H &= -\frac{1}{2} q_x h + \frac{1}{2\pi} q_y l^2 \\ 
F_V &= q_y l \\ 
F_m &= \frac{1}{2} q_x h + \frac{1}{2\pi} q_y l^2 
\end{align*}
\]  
(3)

Any point D on the arch, with coordinates \((x, y)\), satisfies the interface trace equation. As shown in Figure 4b, the horizontal distance from point D to the left arch foot is \(l(x)\); its height is \(h(x) = y(x)\); and the angle between the central axis of the force chain arch and the \(x\)-axis, \(\angle OOD = \theta(x)\). The normal and tangential forces are \(F_N\) and \(F_T\), respectively, where \(l(x), h(x), \theta(x)\) are functions uniquely determined by the abscissa \(x\), with \(q_x = q_y = 66.7\) kN/m being the known uniformly distributed load.

The equilibrium conditions for any point \(D(x, y)\) on the arch are calculated in the following equations:
\[
\begin{align*}
\sum F_x = 0 : F_H - F_T \sin \theta(x) - F_N \cos \theta(x) + q_x h(x) &= 0 \\ 
\sum F_y = 0 : F_V + F_N \sin \theta(x) - F_T \cos \theta(x) - q_y l(x) &= 0 
\end{align*}
\]  
(4)

which leads to
\[
\begin{bmatrix} \cos \theta(x) & \sin \theta(x) \\ \sin \theta(x) & -\cos \theta(x) \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} F_N \\ F_T \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} q_x h(x) + F_H \\ q_y l(x) - F_V \end{bmatrix}
\]  
(5)

Therefore
\[
\begin{bmatrix} F_N \\ F_T \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} \cos \theta(x) & \sin \theta(x) \\ \sin \theta(x) & -\cos \theta(x) \end{bmatrix}^{-1} \begin{bmatrix} q_x h(x) + F_H \\ q_y l(x) - F_V \end{bmatrix}
\]  
(6)

Substituting Equation (3) to determine the force at any point \(D(x, y)\) on the arch yields
\[
\begin{align*}
F_N &= q_y [l(x) - l] \sin \theta(x) + \left[ -\frac{1}{2} q_x h + \frac{1}{2\pi} q_y l^2 + q_x h(x) \right] \cos \theta(x) \\ 
F_T &= q_y [l(x) - l] \cos \theta(x) + \left[ -\frac{1}{2} q_x h + \frac{1}{2\pi} q_y l^2 + q_x h(x) \right] \sin \theta(x) 
\end{align*}
\]  
(7)

Since \(x\) and \(\theta\) have a one-to-one correspondence, the terms related to \(l\) and \(h\) in Equation (7) are represented as functions of \(\theta\) to derive a more general conclusion. Thus, the force at any point \(D(x(\theta), y(\theta))\) on the arch is dependent on \(\theta\), expressed as Equation (8). The normal and tangential forces at various points on the arch are shown in Figure 5a,b, respectively.
\[
\begin{align*}
F_N &= q_y [l(\theta) - l] \sin \theta + \left[ -\frac{1}{2} q_x h + \frac{1}{2\pi} q_y l^2 + q_x h(\theta) \right] \cos \theta \\ 
F_T &= q_y [l(\theta) - l] \cos \theta + \left[ -\frac{1}{2} q_x h + \frac{1}{2\pi} q_y l^2 + q_x h(\theta) \right] \sin \theta 
\end{align*}
\]  
(8)

The normal force \(F_N\) on the arch is zero at \(\theta = \pi/2\), increases in absolute value toward the arch feet on both sides and attains a maximum value of approximately 1.5 kN at the arch feet. The tangential force \(F_T\) reaches the maximum of 20.75 kN at the arch feet and the arch apex, and the local minimum of 18.34 kN between the arch apex and the arch feet. Considering the stability of the arch shoulders, the relationship between the normal force and tangential force in equilibrium state is as follows:
\[
F_T = \tan \alpha
\]  
(9)
where $\alpha$ is the natural rest angle of the rock and soil masses. Defining the maximum values of normal and tangential forces in the equilibrium state as their corresponding allowable stresses, the instability condition of the force chain arch is defined as

$$F_N > \{F_N\}$$

or

$$F_T > \{F_T\}$$

or

$$F_N \geq F_T \tan \alpha \quad (10)$$

The values of $\{F_N\}$ and $\{F_T\}$ are related to the microscopic scale particle contact forces. Ideally, if the arch trace is composed of a series of particles, the normal force $F_N$ of the force chain arch is defined by the tangential contact force $f_t$ between individual particles, while the tangential force $F_T$ of the force chain arch is provided by the normal contact force $f_t$ between particles. According to the Hertz contact theory for static, elastic spherical particles, the normal force of particle contact is determined by the elastic modulus of the particles, the radius of the spheres and the amount of particle overlap. The criterion for particle sliding is generally expressed as

$$f_t \geq \mu f_n \quad (11)$$

where $\mu$ is the coefficient of translational friction of the granular material.

In actual complex rock and soil masses, the shear failure and cohesion $c$ of the soil affect the equilibrium of the force chain arch. At the microscopic level, different models were proposed to describe particle contact collisions, including the linear viscoelastic model, the non-linear viscoelastic model and the hysteresis model considering plasticity, which include damping coefficients and elastic recovery coefficients. Due to the weak cementation properties of the particles in the experiment, some specific factors, such as cohesion, are negligible. However, the mechanical calculations of the force chain arch’s equilibrium, which is based on visualization of the force chain in the photoelastic experiment, are still of referential significance.

### 4.2. Stability Analysis of the Force Chain Arch Formed by Bottom Particle Flow

The instability of the force chain arch can be categorized into two types:

1. Define arch span $L = 2l$. Based on Equation (8), the force expressions at the arch feet are as follows: when the boundary loads $q_x$ and $q_y$ are constant, $F_H$ is a linear function of the arch height $h$ and quadratic function of the arch span $L$, while $F_V$ is a linear function of the arch span $L$. If the particle system is disturbed, e.g., by further excavation, causing movement of the particles at the arch feet, the horizontal force $F_H$ and vertical force $F_V$ at the arch feet change, thereby breaking the force chain arch. Continuing downward transfer of the overlying load causes the originally unforced particles under the arch to possibly participate in the formation of a new force chain.
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**Figure 5.** Under bottom particle flow, the forces at each point on the arch in equilibrium state: (a) Normal force $F_N$; (b) Tangential force $F_T$. The values of $\{F_N\}$ and $\{F_T\}$ are related to the microscopic scale particle contact forces. Ideally, if the arch trace is composed of a series of particles, the normal force $F_N$ of the force chain arch is defined by the tangential contact force $f_t$ between individual particles, while the tangential force $F_T$ of the force chain arch is provided by the normal contact force $f_t$ between particles. According to the Hertz contact theory for static, elastic spherical particles, the normal force of particle contact is determined by the elastic modulus of the particles, the radius of the spheres and the amount of particle overlap. The criterion for particle sliding is generally expressed as

$$f_t \geq \mu f_n \quad (11)$$

where $\mu$ is the coefficient of translational friction of the granular material.

In actual complex rock and soil masses, the shear failure and cohesion $c$ of the soil affect the equilibrium of the force chain arch. At the microscopic level, different models were proposed to describe particle contact collisions, including the linear viscoelastic model, the non-linear viscoelastic model and the hysteresis model considering plasticity, which include damping coefficients and elastic recovery coefficients. Due to the weak cementation properties of the particles in the experiment, some specific factors, such as cohesion, are negligible. However, the mechanical calculations of the force chain arch’s equilibrium, which is based on visualization of the force chain in the photoelastic experiment, are still of referential significance.

4.2. Stability Analysis of the Force Chain Arch Formed by Bottom Particle Flow

The instability of the force chain arch can be categorized into two types:

1. Define arch span $L = 2l$. Based on Equation (8), the force expressions at the arch feet are as follows: when the boundary loads $q_x$ and $q_y$ are constant, $F_H$ is a linear function of the arch height $h$ and quadratic function of the arch span $L$, while $F_V$ is a linear function of the arch span $L$. If the particle system is disturbed, e.g., by further excavation, causing movement of the particles at the arch feet, the horizontal force $F_H$ and vertical force $F_V$ at the arch feet change, thereby breaking the force chain arch. Continuing downward transfer of the overlying load causes the originally unforced particles under the arch to possibly participate in the formation of a new force chain.
network, or the particle stress may change. Thus, when the system attains a new equilibrium, the force chain network becomes updated.

2. When the particle system is subjected to a new stress disturbance, i.e., at least one of the boundary loads \(q_y\) or \(q_x\) increases, this causes a change in the forces at various points on the arch, and thus, the breaking of the stress arch and redistribution of the force chain network.

The following scenario considers the critical conditions for the instability of the force chain arch under changes in boundary loads \(q_y\) or \(q_x\) and arch span \(L\):

1. Keeping the lateral load \(q_x\) constant and increasing or decreasing the overlying load \(q_y\), the resulting normal and tangential forces are shown in Figure 6a,b, respectively, and the ratio of normal to tangential force is shown in Figure 6c.

When \(q_y\) decreases, the absolute value of normal force at each point increases and exceeds the value in the original equilibrium state (curve defined by green symbols). The normal force at the foot becomes the maximum value, and the critical point occurs at the arch foot. The tangential force decreases as a whole, and the value at the arch apex reaches the maximum. When \(q_y\) increases, the normal force at each point also rises and exceeds the maximum value in the original equilibrium state, with the arch feet being the critical points. The tangential force at each point increases along with \(q_y\) increases. For one particular curve, for example, \(q_y = 33.33\) kN/m, the tangential force decreases from the arch foot to the arch apex, defining the arch foot as the critical section.

In summary, when the lateral load remains constant and the overlying load varies, the potential failure modes include normal buckling failure at the arch feet and tensile failure at the arch apex. When the overlying load increases, the potential failure modes include normal buckling failure and tensile failure at the arch feet.

2. Keeping the overlying load \(q_y\) constant and changing the lateral load \(q_x\), the normal force, tangential force and their ratio are shown in Figure 7a–c.

---

**Figure 6.** Bottom particle flow with the changes in forces at various points on the arch under variation in the overlying load \(q_y\): (a) Normal force \(F_N\); (b) Tangential force \(F_T\); (c) The ratio of normal force to tangential force \(F_N/F_T\).
Figure 6. Bottom particle flow with the changes in forces at various points on the arch under variation in the overlying load $q_y$: (a) Normal force $F_N$; (b) Tangential force $F_T$; (c) The ratio of normal force to tangential force $F_N/F_T$.

When $q_x$ decreases, the normal force at each point increases and exceeds the maximum value in the original equilibrium state (curve defined by green symbols), with the critical section located at the arch feet. The tangential force at each point decreases, remaining in a safe state, and the ratio of normal force to tangential force rises, with the critical section located at the arch feet. When $q_x$ increases, the normal force and the ratio of normal force to tangential force also rise, exceeding the maximum value in the original equilibrium state, defining the arch feet as the critical section. The tangential force at each point increases and reaches the critical state at the arch apex.

In summary, when the overlying load remains unchanged and the lateral load decreases or increases moderately, the potential failure modes include normal buckling failure at the arch feet and tensile failure at the arch apex.

By considering both the load and the configuration of the arch, critical loads are identified under various combinations:

1. The tangential force at the arch apex and the normal force at the arch foot are calculated for different overlying loads $q_y$ and arch spans $L$. The lateral loads $q_x$ required to reach the allowable stress for each position are shown in Figure 8a. The red surface represents the boundary at which tangential tension leads to collapse of the arch apex; the green surface represents normal buckling at the arch foot; and the blue surface represents the boundary for tangential tension at the arch foot. Equation (6) demonstrates that both $F_N$ and $F_T$ are negatively correlated with $q_x$, indicating that the lateral load is an absolute adverse factor for the equilibrium of the arch. Therefore, the minimum $q_x$ values from each surface (Equation (12)) constitute the equilibrium boundary of the arch, as shown in Figure 8b.

$$q_x \leq \min\left\{ \begin{array}{ll} q_x(F_T < \{F_T\}), & \text{arch apex} \\ \max\left\{ q_x(F_T < \{F_T\}), q_x(F_N < \{F_N\}) \right\}, & \text{arch foot} \end{array} \right\} \quad (12)$$
When $q_x$ decreases, the normal force at each point increases and exceeds the maximum value in the original load application point to the arch trajectory. Considering the actual range of loads, it is proposed that for very narrow force chain arches under very large lateral loads, stability is maintained, as shown in Figure 8c. The critical lateral loads for failure at unfavorable sections of the arch, critical overlying loads at arch failure, and critical overlying loads at arch failure are determined under various combinations.

For different lateral loads $q_x$ and arch spans $L$, calculations were conducted for the tangential force at the arch apex and the normal force at the arch feet to determine the overlying load $q_y$ required for them to attain the allowable stress (Figure 9a). The red surface represents the boundary where tangential tension leads to collapse at the arch apex; the green surface represents normal buckling at the arch foot; and the blue surface illustrates the boundary for tangential tension at the arch feet.

The relevant equation for the arch apex is

$$F_T = -\frac{1}{2} q_x h + \frac{1}{2} q_y l^2 + q_x h \leq \{F_T\}$$
$$q_y \leq \frac{1}{h}(2\{F_T\} - q_x h)$$

and for the arch feet

$$\begin{cases} F_N = -\frac{1}{2} q_x h + \frac{1}{2} q_y l^2 \leq \{F_N\} \\ F_T = q_y (l - l(\theta)) \leq \{F_T\} \\ q_y \leq \frac{1}{h}(2\{F_N\} + q_x h) \\ q_y \leq \frac{\{F_T\}}{l(l(\theta))} \end{cases}$$

Therefore, the area below the three surfaces constitutes the safety zone. The intersection of these zones provides the critical overlying load at which arch failure occurs, as shown in Figure 9b. The projection of Figure 9b onto the $q_x$--$L$ plane is shown in Figure 9c.

The smaller the arch span $L$ and the larger the lateral load $q_x$, the greater the critical overlying load $q_y$. With a larger $q_x$, for smaller arch spans, the greater the $q_y$ required to maintain stability of the force chain arch. When the arch span $L$ is very small, meaning the

![Figure 8. Bottom particle flow: (a) The critical lateral loads for failure at unfavorable sections of the arch; (b) The critical lateral loads for arch failure; (c) A color projection of the critical lateral loads for arch failure.](image_url)

![Figure 9. Bottom particle flow: (a) The critical overlying loads for failure at unfavorable sections on the arch; (b) The critical overlying loads for arch failure; (c) A color projection of the critical overlying loads for arch failure.](image_url)
arch is relatively “flat”, it is difficult to maintain balance due to the close proximity of the load application point to the arch trajectory. Considering the actual range of loads, it is proposed that for very narrow force chain arches under very large lateral loads, stability can no longer be maintained by applying an overlying load (as shown in the left part of Figure 9c, when $L < 200$ mm).

5. Analysis of the Forces and Stability of the Solid–Fluid Transition Interface in Lateral Particle Flow

5.1. Force Analysis of the Force Chain Arch Formed by Lateral Particle Flow

The force chain arch effect, resulting from the solid–fluid transition, can extend horizontally. Particles were released laterally [36] from the right edge of the model (indicated by the red arrow in Figure 10a, with green dots representing the release points) using the biaxial compression bidirectional flow experimental apparatus for granular materials. This visually demonstrated the evolution from localized slippage to landslides and other geological disasters in slope bodies. The trajectory of the force chain arch is determined using the spatial autocorrelation coefficient method, and then, it is fitted, as shown in Figure 10b,c.

![Figure 10](image)

Figure 10. (a) Network of force chains during lateral flow of granular material; (b) Fitting of the force chain arch (lateral release of particles); (c) The fitting function.

Similarly, force analysis is conducted on the force chain arch formed by the lateral release of particles. The force chain arch ACB represents the form of a semi-arch and can be fitted with the equation of a parabola opening to the right, with the arch span denoted as $h$ and the arch height as $l$. The maximum value for $l$ is $L_0 = 760$ mm, which is the width of the model. The mechanical analysis is depicted in Figure 11a, where the horizontal reaction force at the arch foot near the release point is $F_H$; the vertical reaction force is $F_V$; and, due to the vertical load at the top, the stress is transmitted vertically downward as $F_R$. Based on the static equilibrium condition at the arch foot near the right-side release point, it follows that

$$
\begin{align*}
\sum F_x &= q_x h - F_H = 0 \\
\sum F_y &= F_V - q_y (L_0 - l) - F_R = 0 \\
\sum M &= F_H h - q_y \left( \frac{L_0^2 - l^2}{2} \right) - F_V l - q_x h \frac{h^2}{2} = 0
\end{align*}
$$

The solution of Equation (15) yields

$$
\begin{align*}
F_H &= q_x h \\
F_V &= \frac{h^2}{2} q_x - \frac{(L_0^2 - l^2)}{2} q_y \\
F_R &= \frac{h^2}{2} q_y
\end{align*}
$$

As shown in Figure 11b, at any point C ($x, y$) on the arch, the normal force is $F_N$; the tangential force is $F_T$; and the angle between the line connecting C to the upper right corner and the horizontal direction is $\theta$. 
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Figure 10. (a) Network of force chains during lateral flow of granular material; (b) Force chain arch (lateral release of particles); (c) Lateral particle release: (i) Force chain arch ACB represents the form of a semi-arch and can be observed with the equation of a parabola opening to the right, with the arch span denoted as \( s = L_0 - l \).

Figure 11. Lateral particle release: (a) Force chain arch equilibrium analysis diagram; (b) Force diagram at any point on the force chain arch.

The forces at any point \( C(x,y) \) on the arch fulfill the equilibrium condition:

\[
\begin{align*}
\sum F_x &= F_T \sin \theta(y) - F_N \cos \theta(y) - F_H + q_x h(y) = 0 \\
\sum F_y &= F_V - F_N \sin \theta(y) - F_T \cos \theta(y) - q_y l(y) = 0
\end{align*}
\]

which leads to the following equation

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\cos \theta(y) & -\sin \theta(y) \\
\sin \theta(y) & \cos \theta(y)
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
F_N \\
F_T
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
q_x h(y) - F_H \\
-q_y l(y) + F_V
\end{bmatrix}
\]

and finally to Equation (19)

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
F_N \\
F_T
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
\cos \theta(y) & -\sin \theta(y) \\
\sin \theta(y) & \cos \theta(y)
\end{bmatrix}^{-1}
\begin{bmatrix}
(q_x h(y) - F_H) \\
(-q_y l(y) + F_V) \sin \theta(y) + (q_x h(y) - F_H) \cos \theta(y)
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Substituting Equation (16) provides the expressions for the normal and tangential forces at any point on the arch:

\[
\begin{align*}
F_N &= \frac{k^2}{2}q_x - \frac{(L_0 - l)^2}{2}q_y + q_y l(y) \sin \theta(y) + q_x [h(y) - h] \cos \theta(y) \\
F_T &= \frac{k^2}{2}q_x - \frac{(L_0 - l)^2}{2}q_y - q_y l(y) \cos \theta(y) - q_x [h(y) + h] \sin \theta(y)
\end{align*}
\]

As illustrated in Figure 12a,b, the normal force \( F_N \) and tangential force \( F_T \) on the arch both attain their maximum values on the far-right side (hereinafter referred to as the arch foot), with maximum absolute values of 16.91 kN and 15.05 kN, respectively. The normal force at the vertex located at the top of the model (hereinafter referred to as the arch apex) is zero.

Keeping the lateral load constant, the changes in normal forces at each point on the arch under different overlying loads are shown in Figure 13a, and the changes in tangential forces are shown in Figure 13b.

The data document that changes in the overlying load adversely affect both the normal force at the arch foot and tangential force at the arch apex, as shown in Figure 13a,b. The failure mode of the force chain arch may be due to yielding of the tangential force at the arch apex, causing a rightward collapse, or due to yielding of the normal force at the arch foot, inducing vertical movement of the arch foot.
\[ q_l + q_l \ell(y) \sin \theta(y) + q_h(\ell(h(y) - h)) \cos \theta(y) \]

Figure 12. Lateral particle release: (a) Normal force \( F_N \) at each point on the arch in equilibrium; (b) Tangential force \( F_T \) at each point on the arch in equilibrium.

Figure 13. Lateral particle release under different overlying loads \( q_y \). (a) Changes in normal force \( F_N \) at each point on the arch; (b) Changes in tangential force \( F_T \) at each point on the arch.

The variation in normal forces at each point on the arch and the variation in tangential forces for a constant overlying load and under the influence of different lateral loads are illustrated in Figure 14a,b, respectively. Changes in the lateral load are detrimental to the tangential force at the arch apex and both the normal and tangential forces at the arch foot. Under such conditions, in addition to yielding of the tangential force at the arch apex and the normal force at the arch foot, the arch may also fail due to yielding of the tangential force at the arch foot. Rightward sliding of the particles within the model is a consequence of this type of failure, indicative of a landslide tendency.

Figure 14. Lateral particle release under different lateral loads \( q_x \). (a) Changes in normal force \( F_N \) at each point on the arch; (b) Changes in tangential force \( F_T \) at each point on the arch.

5.2. Stability Analysis of the Force Chain Arch Formed by Lateral Particle Flow

Subsequently, the tangential force is calculated at the arch apex, as well as the normal and tangential forces at the arch foot, under varying overlying loads \( q_y \) and arch spans \( h \).
Here, \( h \) is called an arch span because the arch trajectory is half a parabola opening to the right. These calculations determined the lateral loads \( q_x \) required for these forces to attain their allowable stress. The red surface in Figure 15a represents the critical lateral load surface for tangential stretching, leading to the collapse at the arch apex, and the green surface marks the critical lateral load surface for normal buckling at the arch foot. The minimum value of \( q_x \) derived from these surfaces, according to Equation (15), constitutes the critical lateral load required for arch equilibrium, which must fulfill the following requirements:

\[
q_x \leq \min \left\{ q_x \left( F_T < \{ F_T \} \right), \quad \text{arch apex} \right\} \quad \left\{ q_x \left( F_N < \{ F_N \} \right), \quad \text{arch foot} \right\}
\]  

(21)

Figure 15. Lateral particle release: (a) The critical lateral loads for arch failure; (b) A color projection of the critical lateral loads for arch failure; (c) A color projection of the critical overlying loads for arch failure.

The critical lateral load surface for maintaining the balance of the force chain arch is presented in Figure 15b, with its projection onto the \( q_x-h \) plane shown in Figure 15c. The diagrams document that the smaller the arch span \( h \) and the larger the overlying load \( q_y \), the greater the critical lateral load \( q_x \). When the arch span \( h \) and the overlying load \( q_y \) are very small, as exhibited in the top-left corner in Figure 15c, maintaining balance is challenging due to the proximity of the load application point to the arch trajectory.

For different lateral loads \( q_x \) and arch spans \( h \), considering the tangential force at the arch apex and the normal force at the arch foot when calculating the critical overlying load, the critical overlying load \( q_y \) required for these forces to attain their allowable stress is illustrated in Figure 16a, where the red surface represents the critical overlying load for tangential stretching, leading to the collapse at the arch apex; the green surface represents normal buckling at the arch foot; and the blue surface represents tangential stretching at the arch foot. The overlying load \( q_y \), which fulfills the arch equilibrium, is located above the red surface and below the blue surface, thus constituting the critical overlying load surface for the arch equilibrium, as shown in Figure 16b, with its projection onto the \( q_x-h \) plane displayed in Figure 16c.

Figure 16. Lateral particle release: (a) The critical overlying loads for failure at unfavorable sections on the arch; (b) The critical overlying loads for arch failure; (c) A color projection of the critical overlying loads for arch failure.
The results document that the larger the arch span \( h \), or the larger the lateral load \( q_x \), the greater the critical overlying load \( q_y \). When the arch span and lateral load are both large, the balance conditions could not be satisfied, indicating that the force chain arch is in a state of instability under such conditions. In other words, a combination of horizontal geo-stress and overburden is needed to keep the slope stable. For high and steep slopes, this is difficult to achieve, and there is a potential danger of slope instability.

6. Conclusions

This work presents visualized force chain arches via photoelastic experiments and their mechanical research, as well as stability. The main results are as follows.

1. Under biaxial compression conditions, the force chain arch formed within the granular medium via particle flow becomes the dividing line for solid–fluid transition. The particle assemblies above the force chain arch are in a stable solid state, still capable of bearing the overlying load, while those below the force chain arch are in a solid–fluid transitional state, experiencing less force. The force chain arch acts as an interface during the transition from solid to fluid in the granular system, separating the quasi-solid stable region from the solid–liquid transitional area. During this process, the force chain arch alters the original direction of load transfer, bearing most of the load transmitted from above and laterally.

2. The experimental model area is subdivided into grids by combining the results from indoor photoelastic experiments and employing autocorrelation algorithms to identify the main direction of local force chains. The trace line of the solid–fluid transition interface is obtained and fitted, resulting in an equation, which describes the parabolic shape of this interface.

3. A force and stability analysis is conducted on the fitted solid–fluid transition interface, i.e., the arch-shaped parabola. Under constant boundary load conditions on the solid–fluid transition interface caused by vertical particle flow, if the particle system is disturbed and the particles at the arch foot move, the horizontal force \( F_H \) and vertical force \( F_V \) at the arch foot change, leading to the disruption and rearrangement of the force chain arch. Under varying boundary load conditions, the arch apex and the arch foot are identified as critical sections.

4. When the trapdoor is located at the bottom of the model, changes in the overlying load or lateral load can lead to normal buckling and tensile stretching failure at the arch feet, as well as tensile stretching failure at the arch apex.

5. When the trapdoor is located on the right side of the model, changes in the overlying load adversely affect the normal force at the arch foot and the tangential force at the arch apex. Under different lateral loads, adverse effects on the tangential force at the arch apex and both the normal and tangential forces at the arch foot are observed.

7. Discussion

When the particles flow from the bottom of the model, the arch is broken due to apex collapse or foot shift toward the arch axis. When the grains flow from the right side of the model, the failure mode of the force chain arch may be rightward collapse due to yielding of the tangential force at the arch apex or vertical movement of the arch foot due to yielding of the normal force. In addition to yielding of the tangential force at the arch apex and normal force at the arch foot, the arch may fail due to yielding of the tangential force at the arch foot, leading to rightward particle movement within the model, indicative of a landslide tendency.

By analyzing the mechanical characteristics and stability of the force chain arch, we can evaluate the stress state of the loose rock and soil after excavation, predict the rock and soil mass stability in mining, slope or other engineering practices and finally prevent the potential geological disasters.
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